A Multi Action Non-Fuming Liquid Pool Acid
For the management of pH and Total
Alkalinity, reduces sanitiser consumption
and minimise pool water maintenance.
✔ Non-fuming
✔ NO NEED for dilution
✔ Minimise corrosion in the plant
room and service vehicles
✔ Extend the life of your chemical
feed tubes
✔ Reduces chlorine consumption
✔ Assists in removal of phosphates
✔ Added clarifiers to keep the pool
sparkling clear
✔ Added algae inhibitor to help
keep algae at bay
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What is Perox pH Control?
Perox pH Control is a uniquely blended liquid pool acid that allows one product to treat your pool in multiple
ways. Plus, the bonus of not having to deal with the nasty fumes often associated with regular liquid pool acid.

Why should I use Perox pH Control?
With the multi action active ingredients, Perox pH
Control makes looking after your pool so much
easier, allowing you more time to enjoy your pool.
Perox pH Control, assists in binding all smaller
particulates together making it easier to be filtered
out via your filter. Resulting in outstanding water
clarity.
Perox pH Control helps keep algae at bay with added
algae inhibitors and phosphate removers. Allowing
your sanitiser to work more effectively.
Perox pH Control, DOES NOT require dilution. So
there is no messy mixing of harsh chemicals.
Without the presence of corrosive fumes there is
minimal corrosion to equipment in the pool plant
room and service vehicle.
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In the interest of providing better quality and value we are constantly improving and updating our products. Consequently, pictures and information on our brochures may
sometimes vary slightly from models available.
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